
Plans to tax church property in Italy thrown
out
Posted: Wed, 10th Oct 2012

Italy's Council of State rejected a decree this week aimed at ending an historic tax exemption for
the Catholic Church, reigniting a heated debate which is being closely followed by EU watchdogs.

In February, the Government amended Italy's property tax law to end the Church's privileges amid
rising calls for the Vatican to share in debt crisis sacrifices and in the face of intense scrutiny from
the European Commission.

But the Council of State, Italy's highest court for administrative litigation, said on Monday it was
rejecting the decree for being "too heterogeneous" and going "beyond the competences" of a tax
law.

The EU opened an investigation in 2010 into whether tax breaks enjoyed by some Church
properties in Italy could be classed as illegal state aid.

Italy's Catholic Church owns around 20% of Italy's properties, worth an estomated 9bn euros. It
includes shopping centres and a range of residential property. A growing number of Italians are
opposed to what they see as special privileges in the face of a tightening economy.

Italy's Finance Minister Vittorio Grilli said yesterday that the Government's aim remained "to subject
everyone" to the property tax, Church included.

The Italian Catholic Church pays tax on several properties it owns that are commercial enterprises
but is exempt if at least some of the activities on the property are "non-commercial" – for example a
chapel in a hotel.

The extra revenue from these exempt properties – including hotels, restaurants and sports centres
– could be €25.5 million a year in Rome alone, reported La Repubblica a daily newspaper, citing
official figures.
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Keep public services secular

Public services intended for the whole community should be provided in a secular context.

Read More

Related Articles

NSS welcomes Network Rail decision to remove religious
messaging

Following NSS criticism, Islamic hadith calling for 'sinners to repent' removed from departure board
at King's Cross station. Read More »

Regulator to investigate GP who led proscribed Islamist
group

Following NSS intervention, medical regulator says there are "potential fitness to practice
concerns" over GP who led Islamist group. Read More »

Don’t undermine secular nature of Remembrance, NSS urges
government

Efforts to make remembrance resemble a religious service should be rejected, NSS says. Read
More »

NSS backs plan to decouple school spring break from Easter
in Wales

NSS says it is "increasingly anachronistic" to structure school holidays around Easter when less
than half the population is Christian. Read More »

Resist calls for £50m a year for churches, NSS urges minister

Churches trust also calls for churches to host NHS services. Read More »
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